Sujet: [compgeom-announce] Opinion POll on ACM Affiliation of SoCG: erratum
De : "Berg, M.T. de" <m.t.d.berg@TUE.nl>
Date : 30/10/12 09:20
Pour : "compgeom-announce@lists-sop.inria.fr" <compgeom-announce@lists-sop.inria.fr>

Dear SoCG community,

In the Opinion Poll on the ACM Affiliation for SoCG that we posted a few days ago, it was stated that the fee SoCG pays to ACM (which goes to the SIGs involved) is 16%. While this was true in the past, we learned that it recently changed to 13%. We apologize for giving outdated information. If you already voted and would like to change your vote because of this, you can do so by sending email to socg.steering@gmail.com. If you did not vote yet: please remember that the deadline for voting is November 12.

Our apologies for the inconvenience,

The SoCG Steering Committee
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